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The airworthiness certification process of civil transportation aircraft is expensive, time-
consuming, and subject to uncertainty. To reduce the cost and time spent on the certification
process, this paper proposes an approach to incorporate certification considerations into early
design stages using virtual certification techniques. As a proof of concept, this paper focuses
on flight performance certification requirements and developed a certification analysis module
for aircraft conceptual and early preliminary design based on FAR-25 Subpart B. The module
transforms the regulations from textual documents to quantitative constraint functions and
ensures the certification constraint check of the design through physics-based analysis. To
validate the module, a Small Single-aisle Aircraft testing model is developed and virtually
certified by the module. The certification analysis result of the testing model is benchmarked
with public domain data.
I. Nomenclature
α = angle of attack
β = sideslip angle
θ = pitch attitude
γ = flight path angle
φ = bank attitude
ψ = yaw attitude
δa = aileron deflection
δe = elevator defection
δr = rudder deflection
b = wing span
c¯ = reference chord length
CD = drag coefficient
Cf = runway friction coefficient
CL = lift coefficient
CL0 = lift coefficient at zero angle of attack
CLα = lift slope
CLδe = lift coefficient with elevator deflection
CLqˆ = lift coefficient with pitch rate
Clβ = rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip angle
Clδa = rolling-moment coefficient with aileron deflection
Clδr = rolling-moment coefficient with rudder deflection
Clpˆ = rolling-moment coefficient with roll rate
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Clrˆ = rolling-moment coefficient with yaw rate
Cm0 = pitching-moment coefficient at zero angle of attack
Cmα = pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack
Cmδe = pitching-moment coefficient with elevator deflection
Cmqˆ = pitching-moment coefficient with pitch rate
Cnβ = yawing-moment coefficient with sideslipe angle
Cnδa = yawing-moment coefficient with aileron deflection
Cnδr = yawing-moment coefficient with rudder deflection
Cnpˆ = yawing-moment coefficient with roll rate
Cnrˆ = yawing-moment coefficient with yaw rate
CYβ = side-force coefficient with sideslipe angle
CYδa = side-force coefficient with aileron deflection
CYδr = side-force coefficient with rudder deflection
CYpˆ = side-force coefficient with roll rate
CYrˆ = side-force coefficient with yaw rate
CG = center of gravity
D = drag
f = runway friction
Ixx = rolling mass moment of inertia
Iyy = pitching mass moment of inertia
Izz = yawing mass moment of inertia
L = lift
p = roll rate
q = pitch rate
r = yaw rate
S = reference wing area
T = Thrust
u = body x-axis velocity
v = body y-axis velocity
V∞ = airspeed
w = body z-axis velocity
W = weight
II. Introduction
Airworthiness certification is a fundamental safety requirement for all types of civil transportation aircraft. For a
new aircraft or derivative aircraft, there are more than 1500 regulations that have to be verified by around 4000 tests and
16 000 demonstrations and inspections [1]. These test areas over flight performance, structure, design and construction,
power plant, subsystems, etc. Due to the large number of regulations and tests, especially many of which must be
verified by full scale testing demonstrations, the certification process can be time-consuming and expensive. Moreover,
the certification cost is subject to uncertainty. A notional aircraft development process includes conceptual design,
preliminary design, detailed design, prototype manufacturing, and testing. Under such a process, when the development
moves to later stages, the design freedom diminishes, resulting in a significantly higher cost to make changes. However,
in the notional design process, the certification check is not conducted until a later stage when there is little design
freedom left. At that stage, if any necessary redesign has to be made for the compliance of certification requirements,
the associated cost could be sufficiently high. To avoid the potential risk of increased costs, it is necessary to find an
approach to shift certification considerations earlier in the design process.
III. Motivation
The motivation of this research originates from two aspects: 1. the design from new aircraft manufacturers; 2. the
design of advanced novel concepts.
Existing large aircraft corporations, which have already double-oligarch monopolized the aviation market, rely on
experience and historical data to predict the performance of airplane at early stages, trying to control uncertainty and
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shorten certification period. However, for new aircraft manufacturers, the certification process might be challenging
due to lack of experience. For example, Comac ARJ21 entered service eight years behind its original schedule due to
certification delays [2]. The first delivery of Mitsubishi MRJ was delayed 5 times due to design changes needed for
compliance with certification requirements [3]. These manufacturers have to afford the cost of redesign on top of the
contractual costs at the risk of losing clients. As a result, certification has become a serious concern that discourages
new aircraft manufacturers from entering the market.
The other motivating factor is the certification of advanced novel aircraft concepts. Due to the increasing restrictions
on operational noise, fuel burn, emissions, and performance [4], new configurations and technologies are desired for
future aircraft, such as hybrid wing-body, truss-braced wing, quiet supersonic jet, etc. Since these configurations and
technologies are paradigm shifts from traditional aircraft design, the historical data and design experience may no longer
be sufficient for the certification process of these novel aircrafts. These unconventional designs might be attractive in
terms of environmental impacts and performance, but may pose unforeseen certification challenges. If the development
process of new aircraft remains unchanged with certification considerations being enacted in later design stages, there
is an unavoidable risk associated with the cost of certifying novel aircraft for both newcomers and existing aircraft
manufacturers.
Therefore, in order to reduce the uncertainty, cost, and time spent on the certification process, there must be a way to
incorporate certification considerations into early design stages. This relies on the technique of “virtual certification” in
which the simulation environments from different disciplines are extensively used to check the certification constraints
when designing an aircraft.
IV. Literature Review
The study on virtual certification initially started from the research on virtual flight testing. Previously, most
research on virtual flight testing techniques were relied on ground experiment facilities, especially the wind tunnel [5, 6].
Consequently, those techniques may not be suitable for conceptual design since they are not parametric and require
detailed information about the aircraft geometry. In relation to virtual flight testing in conceptual design, Georgia Tech’s
Aerospace Systems Design Lab (ASDL) developed a method of virtual flight testing for a supersonic prototype aircraft
in 1998 [7] and created a virtual autonomous test and evaluation simulator for supersonic business jets in 2000 [8].
Despite their novelty, these methods and tools are only parametric for specific types of aircraft; thus, a well-defined
approach linking virtual flight testing with certification is still missing.
In recent years, the significant cost on aircraft type certification has become a concern in aerospace industry. In
2011, the Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe (ACARE) under the European Commission
established the objective of reducing certification costs by 50% using “streamlined certification” in Flightpath 2050
Europe’s Vision for Aviation [9]. Meanwhile, the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) regards the
simulation-based virtual certification as one of their main focuses and identified the development and challenges
associated with aircraft virtual certification [10]. Since then, some European institutions have launched several research
efforts related to incorporating virtual certification with aircraft design based on different methods. For example, in
the “Digital-X” project [11], German Aerospace Center (DLR) established a multidisciplinary platform for aircraft
design and virtual flight test based on high-fidelity Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Analysis
(FEA). French Aerospace Laboratory and ISAE-SUPAERO developed a certification constraints module based on
EASA CS-25 and incorporated with their own aircraft sizing code and flight dynamic model to yield a multidisciplinary
analysis and optimization environment for aircraft conceptual design [12–14]. Aside from the incorporating certification
with design, another way to reduce the certification cost is to replace flight tests by simulation and analysis, a.k.a.
certification by analysis. The research effort on certification by analysis is focusing on the development of methods to
maximize the use of numerical simulations in the certification process. For example, Georgia Tech’s ASDL established
a framework for structural dynamic load certification assessment [15]. Stanford University proposed a framework for
certification maneuver simulation based on multi-fidelity aerodynamic analysis and uncertainty quantification [16]. Exa
and Gulfstream developed a numerical procedure for the prediction of aircraft noise certification metrics [17]. Comac
developed a certification analysis environment for wheels up landing certification [18] and bird strike certification [19]
based on FEA.
It can be seen that most of the virtual certification research are based on high-fidelity analysis or experimental data.
However, these methods may be impractical for early design stages due to the computational cost or lack of design
knowledge. In terms of aircraft conceptual design, most of the efforts to date have been focusing on new concepts and
design space exploration, while little attention is paid to certification. Admittedly, most clients are more interested in
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performance, environmental impact, and cost, but certification is a basic requirement without which aircraft cannot be
operated. In the academic domain, there are multiple Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO)
tools available for aircraft design, but very few of them are able to do certification analysis. While there are some
certification analysis tools published, most of them are high-fidelity based which is not compatible to early design
stage, and some of them are confined to specific configurations or sizing environments. A separate, general, robust, and
parametric certification analysis environment for conceptual and early preliminary design is still needed.
V. Problem Formulation
The general goal of a certification analysis environment is to transform certification regulations to quantitative
functions and connect with MDAO environment to constrain the sizing and optimization. However, it is impossible
to check all the certification requirements at early design stage due to the lack of design knowledge. The checking
process should be divided into multiple levels and allocated to different design stages based on the formulation of design
knowledge, as presented in Figure 1.
Fig. 1 Certification Check Levels
The system level check focuses on the responses of whole airplane, such as the aircraft flight performance, operational
limits, and the load condition applied to the whole aircraft. The subsystem level check focuses on the operational
performance of aircraft’s subsystems, such as power plant, landing gear, avionics, flight control system, etc. The
component level check focuses on the conditions of specific components and equipment in different parts of aircraft,
such as the strength of structural components, the function and installation of flight instruments, etc. For a generalized
certification analysis environment, the decomposition of certification checking process requires the environment to
be decomposed to several modules, and each of these modules should correspond to a specific level of certification
requirement checks. Yet in conceptual and early preliminary design, the subsystem level and component level checks
are difficult to be performed since the details about subsystems and components are limited.
The development of generalized virtual certification analysis environment is laid over a multi-year plan. As a starting
point, as well as the proof of concept of incorporating certification requirements into early design, this paper focused
on the flight performance certification constraints check and developed a flight certification analysis module based on
FAR-25 Subpart B Flight [20] and Advisory Circular AC 25-7D [21].
VI. Flight Certification Analysis Module
The flight certification analysis module checks the aircraft flight performance against certification regulations,
including takeoff, climb, landing simulation, and flight dynamic analysis. The development of the module was conducted
in MATLAB, in which each of the regulations that define specific constraints and metrics in FAR-25 Subpart B [20] is
converted to a MATLAB function (regulation function). This guarantees that the execution of one regulation function is
able to call any other regulation functions. The reason for such programming structure is that certification regulations
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are cross-referenced; one regulation requirement check may need the information from other regulations. The structure
of the flight certification analysis module is shown in Figure 2.
Fig. 2 Structure of Flight Certification Analysis Module
There are six components in the flight certification analysis module: takeoff, landing, climb, stall, controllability, and
stability. Each component contains the MATLAB functions of corresponding regulations. These six components are
correlated: the yellow arrows in Figure 2 indicate data transfer between regulation functions from various components,
which represents the cross-referencing between regulations. Aside from regulation functions, a flight dynamic simulator
based on six degree-of-freedom equations of motion is established within the certification module to support the
regulation compliance check. One feature of the certification module is that all the aircraft-level analyses performed in
the certification module are rigid-body based instead of point-mass based. The details about regulatory requirement
modeling and flight dynamic simulator, as well as the input and output of the certification module are presented in
following subsections.
A. Input
The input of the module is an aircraft digital model containing the information of geometry, mass properties,
aerodynamics, propulsion, and stability and control. Geometry includes the dimensions and locations of components
(i.e. wing, fuselage, horizontal tail, vertical tail, nacelle, etc.). Mass properties includes aircraft maximum takeoff
gross weight (MTOW), maximum design landing weight (MDLW), reference CG location, CG envelope, and moments
of inertia. Aerodynamics includes drag polars for takeoff, cruise, and landing configurations. Propulsion system
information includes number of engines, sea level thrust, and a scalable engine deck. Stability & control includes
aircraft longitudinal and lateral stiffness, damping rate, and control surface derivatives. The development of input
model is not confined to any analysis tool or sizing environment; no matter low-fidelity approximations, or high-fidelity
simulations, or even experimental data, all of them can be used to develop the input model.
One thing being noted is that current available conceptual design tools, such as NASA’s Flight Optimization Software
(FLOPS)[22, 23], are not able to provide all the information that the input model of certification module requires (e.g.
stability & control derivatives, mass properties, etc.). In future works, additional analysis capabilities will be established
to fill these gaps and integrated with the certification module. In this paper, some of the values in input model are based
on low-fidelity approximation [24, 25].
B. Flight Dynamic Simulator
Because the regulations in FAR-25 Subpart B [20] specify the requirements on aircraft dynamic responses and
maneuvering characteristics, the certification analysis cannot regard the aircraft as a point mass like traditional conceptual
design methods. A dynamic flight simulator in the form of MATLAB function is established within the certification
module, which can be called by any regulation function. The simulator is able to perform open-loop simulation, trim,
and closed-loop control for all configurations (i.e. takeoff, cruise, and landing).
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1. Equations of Motion
The dynamic simulator is developed based on six degree-of-freedom motion equations [26] and the body axes are
assumed aligned with the principle axes for the simplification:
Ûu = rv − qw + T+Xaerom − g sin θ
Ûv = pw − ru + Yaerom + g cos θ sin φ
Ûw = qu − pv + Zaerom + g cos θ cos φ
(1)

Ûp = Laero+(Iyy−Izz )qrIxx
Ûq = Maero+Mthrust+(Izz−Ixx )rpIyy
Ûr = Naero+Nthrust+(Ixx−Iyy )pqIzz
(2)

Ûφ = p + q sin φ tan θ + r cos φ tan θ
Ûθ = q cos φ − r sin φ
Ûψ = q sin φ sec θ + r cos φ sec θ
(3)

Ûxe
Ûze
Ûze
 = LbV

u
v
w
 (4)
where LbV is the transformational matrix from NED frame to body frame. The aerodynamic forces and moments in
Eqs. (1) and (2) are 
L = 12 ρV
2∞S(CL0 + CLαα + CLqˆ qˆ + CLδe δe)
D = 12 ρV
2∞SCD
Xaero = −D cosα cos β + L sinα
Yaero = 12 ρV
2∞S(CYβ β + CYpˆ pˆ + CYrˆ rˆ + CYδa δa + CYδr δr )
Zaero = −L cosα − D cos β sinα
(5)

Laero = 12 ρV
2∞Sb(Clβ β + Clpˆ pˆ + Clrˆ rˆ + Clδa δa + Clδr δr )
Maero = 12 ρV
2∞Sc¯(Cmαα + Cmqˆ qˆ + Cmδe δe)
Naero = 12 ρV
2∞Sb(Cnβ β + Cnpˆ pˆ + Cnrˆ rˆ + Cnδa δa + Cnδr δr )
(6)
To be clarified, Laero is the roll moment generated by aerodynamic forces, while L is the lift. The pitch and yaw moment
due to thrust alignment in Eq. (2) are
Mthrust = T · zN (7)
Nthrust =
{
T · yN (critical engine inoperative)
0 (all engine operating)
(8)
where yN and zN are the level arms between nacelle main axis and aircraft main axis in y and z directions.
The dynamic simulation is performed by numerically solving the six degree-of-freedom equations using the Euler’s
method. The whole flight process is discretized into a series of small time intervals assuming quasi-static process. The
state variables at current time step are updated from the previous time step:
®ui+1 = ®ui + Û®uidt
®ωi+1 = ®ωi + Û®ωidt
®xi+1 = ®xi + Û®xidt
(9)
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2. Total Energy Control System (TECS)
The total energy control system (TECS) is integrated in the dynamic simulator for the vertical flight closed-loop
simulation. The idea of TECS is to determine the throttle control δTc and elevator control δec based on the flight path
error γ and acceleration error V/g [27, 28]:
δTc = (KTP + KT IS )(γ +
V
g
) (10)
δec = (KEP +
KEI
S
)(V
g
− γ ) (11)
where KP is proportional gain and KI is integral gain. For the simplification and fast evaluation, only proportional
feedback control KP is used in this paper. The application of TECS in certification module is explained in the following
subsection.
C. Certification Requirements Modeling
1. Takeoff
FAR 25.105 to 25.115 describe the takeoff procedure and require the certification applicant to provide corresponding
takeoff speeds, distances, and flight paths for both all engine operating and critical engine inoperative conditions at
each weight, altitude, and ambient temperature within the operational limits [20]. In the certification module, the
requirements are checked based on takeoff dynamic simulation. The takeoff process can be divided into several segments
as shown in Figure 3 according to the Advisory Circular [21].
Fig. 3 Takeoff Segments and Nomenclature [21]
The ground roll segment can be divided into four sub-segments:
1) Accelerating from zero to engine failure velocity VEF : VEF is selected by applicant but constrained by minimum
ground control speed VmcG . The calculation of VmcG is explained in Sec. VI.C.4.
2) Accelerating from VEF to decision speed V1 when the pilot notices the failure of engine and takes action. V1 is
calculated by
V1 = VEF +
∫ t1
0
(T − D − f ) dt (12)
where t1 is the time interval between engine failure and pilot’s action.
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3) Accelerating from V1 to rotation speed VR when the elevator control is able to balance the nose-down moment.
VR is solved by
Maero + Mthrust − (W − L)(xMW − xCG) − Cf (W − L)(zCG − xMW ) = 0 (13)
where xCG, xMW and zCG, zMW are x-coordinates and z-coordinates of CG and main landing gear. Maero and
L are substituted from Eqs. (5) and (6), and Mthrust is substituted from Eq.(7). VR is constrained by V1 and
minimum control speed Vmc . The calculation of Vmc is explained in Sec. VI.C.4.
4) Rotating the aircraft and accelerating to lift-off speed VLOF when lift balances the takeoff weight. The rotation is
constrained by the tail strike and stall angle of attack. In this paper, the elevator deflection during rotation is
assumed as constant until one of the constraints is met.
The second segment is the takeoff climb after the aircraft becomes airborne. The takeoff climb analysis is performed
by the flight dynamic simulator described in Sec. VI.B. Two procedures can be used for takeoff climb as shown in
Figure 2:
1) Path 1: a level-off acceleration with the minimum gradient of climb specified in 25.111[20] at 400 feet is
incorporated before climb to the height of 1500 feet;
2) Path 2: aircraft accelerates and climbs directly to 1500 feet above takeoff surface.
In this paper, path 2 is used for the takeoff with all engine operating since the excess power is sufficient for continues
climb, while path 1 is used for the takeoff with critical engine inoperative. Because the retraction process of landing
gear and flaps is difficult to be represented without detailed unsteady aerodynamic model, for the simplification, this
paper regards the landing gear as a switch and assumes fully retracted at the height of 400 feet. The flap setting is
assumed to be fixed at takeoff configuration until 1500 feet above the takeoff surface. During the takeoff climb, the
maximum climb angle is desired for the obstacle clearance in the first (0 to 35 feet) and second (35 to 400 feet) takeoff
climb segments, and the maximum rate of climb is desired for the minimum time to climb in the final (400 to 1500 feet)
takeoff climb segment. In the takeoff climb analysis, two trimmed condition are computed from the flight dynamic
simulator in advanced of dynamic simulation: one is the maximum climb angle condition at 400 feet above the takeoff
surface, the other is the maximum rate of climb condition at 1500 feet above the takeoff surface. The TECS introduced
in Sec. VI.B.2 is used to determine the elevator control during the takeoff climb dynamic simulation in order to make
the aircraft match these two desired flight conditions as closed as possible. The takeoff safety speed V2 at 35 feet above
takeoff surface and the final takeoff speed VFTO at 1500 feet above takeoff surface are computed from the dynamic
simulation. V2 is checked against the stall speed constraint and Vmc constraint as specified in 25.107 [20].
The takeoff path, takeoff distance, and takeoff net flight path as defined in 25.111, 25.113, and 25.115 [20]
are computed from the takeoff dynamic analysis. For rejected takeoff, 25.109 requires the aircraft to perform the
accelerate-stop distance test on both dry runway and wet runway. For the wet runway test, the runway braking coefficient
is determined by multiplying the anti-skid system efficiency specified in 25.109(c)(2) [20] with the maximum braking
coefficient defined in 25.109(c)(1) [20]. Figure 4 extracted from the Advisory Circular [21] depicts the decomposition
of accelerate-stop distance.
2. Climb
The climb constraints in certification regulation are defined in terms of minimum gradient of climb, which equals to
the tangent of minimum climb angle. Specifically, 25.119 defines the minimum gradient of climb for landing go-around
condition [20], and 25.121 defines the minimum gradient of climb with critical engine inoperative at takeoff, cruise,
and landing configurations [20]. In certification module, climb constraints are checked by comparing the maximum
available gradient of climb against the constraint values. The maximum available gradient of climb is computed by
longitudinal trim analysis using flight dynamic simulator, in which the maximum available thrust is identified from the
engine deck and the flight path angle is computed from the climb trim.
3. Landing
FAR 25.125 describes the landing procedure and requires the applicant to provide the landing distance and the
landing reference speed VREF . In certification module, landing constraints are checked by landing dynamic simulation.
The landing process can be divided into four segments: stabilized approach, flare, touchdown and brake:
1) Stabilized approach: aircraft approaches the runway in a manner of steady descent with the approach speed Vapp
and −3◦ flight path angle. Vapp is approximated from VREF , which is computed by
VREF = 1.3VSR (14)
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Fig. 4 Accelerate-Stop Speed versus Distance [21]
Vapp = VREF + ∆Vapp (15)
where VSR is the reference stall speed and ∆Vapp is the delta approach velocity. The trimmed condition for
stabilized approach is computed by the flight dynamic simulator.
2) Flare: aircraft starts to reduce thrust and pitch up at flare height. The thrust is assumed to be linearly decreased
from stabilized approach setting to idle within two seconds. The elevator control in flare segment is determined
by the TECS introduced in Sec. VI.B.2 to pitch up the aircraft and decrease the rate of descent at touchdown,
thus to encourage a smooth landing. According the Advisory Circular [21], the rate of descent at touchdown
should not be higher than 6 feet per second.
3) Touchdown: the main landing gear touches runway while the nose landing gear remains airborne. In this segment,
it is assumed that spoiler is the only decelerating action being deployed until the touchdown of nose landing gear.
The bounce effect is not included in the simulation.
4) Brake: the nose landing gear touches runway and full brake is deployed. The reserved thrust, which is modeled
as 40% of maximum available thrust, is assumed activated until 80 knots.
The landing distance defined as the horizontal distance from 50 feet obstacle height to fully stopped [20] is computed
from the dynamic simulation.
4. Controllability and Maneuverability
The controllability and maneuverability includes five aspects: controllability following engine failure, constant
speed coordinated turn, longitudinal control, lateral & directional control, and minimum control speed. Note that the
qualitative controllability requirements are not covered in the certification module.
FAR 25.143(b) requires that the transition from sudden failure of the critical engine should be smooth. Correspond-
ingly, two maneuvers are specified in the Advisory Circular to show the compliance with this requirement [21]: 1. At
takeoff flap setting and initial all-engine climb speed, once the critical engine fails, no recovery action is applied until
two-second delay; 2. Perform the same procedure at cruise configuration and 1.23VSR. During the maneuver process,
the bank angle should not exceed 45◦ [21]. In the certification module, The simulation of maneuvers is performed by
the flight dynamic simulator. The aircraft lateral attitudes are tracked in the simulation. The requirement is checked by
comparing the maximum bank angle with constraint value.
FAR 25.143(h) requires the aircraft to perform a constant speed coordinated turn in the following four scenarios [20]:
takeoff configuration with asymmetric thrust (φ = 30◦), takeoff climb with all engine operating (φ = 40◦), cruise
configuration with asymmetric thrust (φ = 40◦), and landing configuration with symmetric approach thrust (φ = 40◦).
The coordinated turn must be free of stall and the control surfaces must be able to provide sufficient control power
to sustain the turn. To check the constraint, the trimmed condition for coordinated turn is computed from the flight
9
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dynamic simulator by solving Eqs. (1) and (2), where the angular velocity is calculated from the bank angle and velocity
specified in the regulation [26]:
Ûψ = g tan φ
V
(16)

p
q
r
 =

−θ
sin φ
cos φ

Ûψ (17)
α, β, δa, δe and δr are solved from the coordinated turn trimmed condition. The certification constraint is checked by
comparing α against the stall angle of attack, and comparing δa, δe and δr against the maximum allowable control
surface deflections.
FAR 25.145 defines the longitudinal control requirements in two aspects [20]: 1. The controllability to pitch down
aircraft recovering from stall; 2. The controllability to prevent loss of height and velocity during the change of thrust and
flap setting. The stall recovery check is not included in this paper because the simulation on stall requires high-fidelity
unsteady aerodynamic analysis. For the longitudinal controllability during configuration change, due to the lack of
aerodynamic model for flap transition process, the dynamic longitudinal controllability check is not included in this
paper either. But instead, the static longitudinal analysis at four boundary conditions (extended flaps with/without
thrust, retracted flaps with/without thrust) are temporarily used for constraint check. Four trimmed points are computed
from the flight dynamic simulator. Based on the difference on θ between two flight conditions, an average pitch rate is
approximated from the time taken for configuration change. The constraint is checked by the magnitude of the average
pitch rate.
FAR 25.147 and the Advisory Circular requires the aircraft to perform three maneuvers to demonstrate the lateral
and directional controllability [20, 21]: 1. A sudden change in heading of up to 15 degrees in the direction of the critical
inoperative engine; 2. A 20-degree banked coordinated turn with maximum asymmetric thrust; 3. Starting from a 30◦
banked coordinated turn with maximum asymmetric thrust at V2, roll to a 30◦ bank angle in the other direction within 11
seconds. All of these maneuvers are performed using the dynamic simulator. For the first maneuver, maximum rudder
deflection is applied and aileron control is used to maintain the level flight. The aircraft attitudes and control surfaces
deflections are tracked in the simulation. For the second maneuver, the coordinated turn constraint check is same as the
checking process described for 25.143(h) above. For the third maneuver, a trimmed turn condition at V2 is established in
the flight dynamic simulator as a starting point. Then the maximum aileron deflection is applied to roll the aircraft and
rudder control is used to minimize the sideslip. The aircraft attitudes and control surface deflections, as well as the time
to perform maneuver, are tracked in the dynamic simulation.
FAR 25.149 requires the applicant to provide the minimum control speed Vmc , the minimum control speed at
ground VmcG , and the minimum control speed during landing approach VmcL [20]. In the certification module, VmcG is
computed by
1
2
ρV2mcGSb(Cnδr δrmax ) − Nthrust + n f = 0 (18)
where Nthrust is substituted from Eq. (8). n f is the sum of external yaw moment produced by the friction of landing
gear. Vmc and VmcL are solved from steady sideslip equations [26]:
Yaero + mg cos γφ = 0
Laero = 0
Naero + Nthrust = 0
(19)
where φ cannot be larger than 5◦ as required by 25.149(b)(f) [20], and Yaero, Laero, and Naero are substituted from
Eqs. (5) and (6) with angular velocity equal to zero. Additionally, the regulation requires the aircraft to perform the
recovery from engine failure and other specific maneuvers at minimum control speeds to demonstrate the controllability.
The constraints associated these maneuvers are also defined in 25.149(d)(e)(h) [20]. For Vmc , the heading angle change
during the recovery should be less than 20◦. For VmcG , the path deviation from the centerline of ground roll should be
less than 30 feet. For VmcL , the lateral control should be able to roll the aircraft to 20◦ bank angle in the direction away
from inoperative engine. All of these maneuver constraints are checked using the flight dynamic simulator, except for
the path deviation check since it requires detailed information about landing gear system.
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5. Stability and Trim
FAR 25.161 specifies the critical flight conditions for trim test [20]. The trim analysis is performed by the flight
dynamic simulator. α, β, δa, δe and δr are solved from the trim analysis and compared with critical values.
FAR 25.173 to 25.181 defines the static and dynamic stability requirements [20], which are checked by eigen-mode
analysis in certification module:
ÛX = AX + BU (20)
where X andU are state and control vectors. A and B are derivative matrices. For the open loop analysis, the eigen-mode
analysis is applied on A. In certification module, the derivatives in Amatrix are numerically calculated by the flight
dynamic simulator. The stability constraint is checked by the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues of A.
6. Stall
Stall includes two aspect: stall speed and stall recovery. The reference stall speedVSR is specified in FAR 25.103 [20],
which is computed by
VSR =
√
2nZWW
ρSCLmax
(21)
where nZW is the load factor normal to the flight path at CLmax . At different combinations of configuration and flight
condition, VSR are different.
The stall recovery requirements and testing procedures are specified in 25.201 to 25.207[20]. However, as mentioned
in previous section, the stall recovery check is difficult to perform at early design stage due to the non-linear nature
of aerodynamics and flight dynamics in stall recovery process. Because there is no such stall aerodynamic and flight
dynamic model available for conceptual design, the stall recovery analysis is not included in this paper. In future works,
additional analysis capability might be developed to fulfill such gap.
D. Output
The analysis results from the certification module not only indicate the compliance with requirements, but also
present the aircraft responses values and the margin with respect to the constraint specified in regulations. Additionally,
the related regulations and corresponding check results are included in the output. One feature of the module is that the
module does not use constraint violation as a exit criteria, but instead informs the designer by showing the margin and
asks the designer to decide whether a design change is needed. The reason is that in early design stage, there are many
uncertainties due to analysis fidelity or the lack of design knowledge. It is difficult to tell whether a certification check
failure is caused by the design scheme or by incontrollable uncertain factors.
E. Validation
To demonstrate the capability and evaluate the accuracy of the flight certification analysis module, a Small Single-aisle
Aircraft (SSA) model calibrated using the data of Boeing 737-800 from Integrated Subsystems Sizing and Architecture
Assessment Capability (ISSAAC)[29] is used to create the testing model. The stability and control derivatives are
computed using AVL [25]. The moments of inertia are approximated based on Roskam [24]. The CG envelope is derived
from the landing gear loading on pavement of Boeing 737-800 [30], as shown in Figure 5. The key performance and
geometry specifications of the testing model are shown in Table 12 in Appendix. The analysis results from certification
module are compared with public domain data of 737-800 [30, 31].
VII. Results and Discussion
A. Certification Constraint Check Result
1. Takeoff
The takeoff certification analysis results are shown in Table 1, and Figure 6 to 9. Table 1 shows the check results of
takeoff speed constraints at MTOW and sea-level runway. The check result includes takeoff speed values, associated
constraints and compliance status, the margin with respect to constraint (not shown in table due to limited space), as well
as the regulations cross-referenced by 25.107 [20]. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are from the takeoff dynamic simulations with
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Fig. 5 CG Envelope of the Testing Model
all engine operating and critical engine inoperative, where Figure 6 shows the takeoff velocity change with respect to
time and Figure 7 displays the takeoff path. The dash lines in Figure 7 are the net takeoff flight path which is defined as
the actual flight path diminished by a gradient of climb according to 25.115 (b) [20]. Comparing the horizontal distance
of takeoff path and the total time spent on takeoff between all-engine-operating and one-engine-out scenarios, it can be
seen that the performance penalty from one-engine out is significant. Figure 8 shows the capability of certification
module on performing takeoff dynamic simulation at different altitudes, weights, and CG locations, as required by
25.105 [20]. The left plot is similar to the takeoff performance plot contained in aircraft flight manual (AFM), which
indicates the takeoff field length at different combinations of weights and runway altitudes. The CG location used in the
left plot is fixed at the reference point. The right plot displays the takeoff distance at different combinations of weights
and CG locations in the form of a contour in CG envelope. The runway altitude used for right plot is fixed at sea level.
Figure 9 shows the accelerate-stop distance test result in the form of speed versus distance plot corresponding to the
Figure 4 from Advisory Circular [21]. The simulation is performed based on both dry runway and wet runway. The blue
dash lines in Figure 4 followed the procedure described in 25.109(a)(1) [20], in which the engine fails at VEF and pilot
takes the first action at V1. The orange solid lines followed the procedure described in 25.109(a)(2) [20], in which all
engines operating to the highest speed reached during the rejected takeoff and pilot rejected takeoff at V1.
Table 1 25.107 Takeoff Speeds Certification Constraint Check
Metric Value (knot) Constraint Pass Related Regulations Metric Value (knot)
VEF 130.67 VEF > VmcG Yes 25.149 VmcG 91.72
V1 132.45
V2min 118.94 V2min > 1.3VSR Yes 25.103 VSR 112.08
V2min > 1.1Vmc Yes 25.149 Vmc 108.13
V2 145.06 V2 > V2min Yes 25.143 30◦ Turn Pass
VR 132.49
VLOF 141.25
VFTO 186.11
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(a) All Engine Operating (b) Critical Engine Inoperative
Fig. 6 25.107 Takeoff Velocity
(a) All Engine Operating (b) Critical Engine Inoperative
Fig. 7 25.111 Takeoff Path
(a) Change with Altitude and Weight (b) Change with of Weight and CG
Fig. 8 25.113 Takeoff Distance
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(a) Dry Runway (b) Wet Runway
Fig. 9 25.109 Accelerate-Stop Distance
2. Climb
The climb certification analysis results are shown in Table 3. MTOW is used for takeoff and cruise configurations
tests, and MDLW is used for landing configuration tests. The thrust setting for 25.119 check is the go-around with
all engine operating, while the thrust setting for 25.121 check is the maximum available thrust with critical engine
inoperative. Comparing the margin with respect to minimum gradient of climb constraint, the landing configuration
climb with critical engine inoperative is the most critical condition for climb certification.
Table 2 25.119 & 25.121 Climb Certification Constraint Check
Regulation Configuration Velocity Gradient of Climb Constraint Pass
25.119 Landing VREF 0.202 > 0.032 Yes
25.121 Takeoff (with Landing Gear) VLOF 0.013 > 0 Yes
Takeoff (w/o Landing Gear) V2 0.046 > 0.024 Yes
Cruise VFTO 0.051 > 0.012 Yes
Landing 1.4VSR 0.033 > 0.021 Yes
3. Landing
The landing certification analysis results are shown in Table 3, and Figure 10 to 12. Table 3 indicates the check
results of the constraints on approach reference speed, touchdown rate of descent, and flare control power at MDLW and
sea-level runway. The corresponding dynamic simulation is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Figure 10 presents
the landing path and the landing velocity starting from 50 feet above landing surface to fully stop. The sequence of
the deployment of deceleration actions (i.e. spoiler, reverse thrust, and brake) can be identified from the velocity plot.
Figure 11 shows the aircraft longitudinal attitudes and elevator control from starting point to the point when the nose
landing gear touches ground. The maximum elevator deflection (absolute value) extracted from the elevator control plot
is used for the flare control power check. Such deflection is compared with the maximum allowable elevator deflection
to determine whether the elevator needs to be resized. Similar to the takeoff simulation, Figure 12 shows the capability
of certification module on analyzing the landing performance at different altitudes, weights, and CG locations.
4. Controllability and Maneuverability
The certification analysis result on controllability following engine failure is shown in Figure 13. The two plots
in Figure 13 shows the aircraft lateral responses following the maneuver specified in the Advisory Circular [21] as
14
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(a) Landing Path (b) Landing Velocity
Fig. 10 25.125 Landing Path and Velocity
(a) Longitudinal Attitude (b) Elevator Control
Fig. 11 25.125 Landing Dyanmic Simulation
(a) Change with Altitude and Weight (b) Change with Weight and CG
Fig. 12 25.125 Landing Distance
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Table 3 25.125 Landing Certification Constraint Check
Metric Value Constraint Pass Related Regulations Metric Value
VREF 138.51 kts VREF > 1.23VSR Yes 25.103 VSR 98.86 kts
VREF > VmcL Yes 25.149 VmcL 103.35 kts
25.143 40◦ Turn Pass
Rate of Descent −0.52 ft/s V sin γ > −6 ft/s Yes
Flare δe −3.58◦ |δe | < δemax Yes
mentioned in Sec.VI.C.4. The maximum bank angles of two cases are less than 45◦ which satisfy the constraint.
Comparing the deviations of roll and yaw attitudes from initial trim point, the takeoff flap setting case is more critical
than the retracted flap cases.
(a) Takeoff flap setting (b) Flaps retracted
Fig. 13 25.143(b) Controllability Following Engine Failure
The constant speed coordinated turn certification analysis results are shown in Table 4. The aircraft attitudes and
control surface deflections to sustain the coordinated turn at these four flight conditions are computed from the trim
analysis using the flight dynamic simulator. The result indicates that the coordinated turn at takeoff configuration with
critical engine inoperative is the most critical case to rudder control. All these four cases also constrain the aircraft stall
characteristics according to the angle of attack required to maintain the coordinated turns.
Table 4 25.143(h) Coordinated Turn Certification Check Result
Configuration Velocity φ α β δe δr δa
Takeoff (Asymmetric Thrust) V2 30◦ 14.26◦ -6.53◦ -10.97◦ -18.42◦ -10.07◦
Takeoff (Symmetric Thrust) V2 + 10 40◦ 15.25◦ -5.57◦ -11.09◦ -8.59◦ -12.74◦
Cruise (Asymmetric Thrust) VFTO 40◦ 11.12◦ -3.44◦ -11.73◦ -9.30◦ -4.85◦
Landing (Symmetric Thrust) VREF 40◦ 11.41◦ 0.37◦ -8.64◦ -1.87◦ -0.92◦
The longitudinal controllability certification analysis result are shown in Table 5. Trim analysis is performed at
different combinations of flap and thrust settings. The controllability is checked by the average pitch rate and the
difference in elevator deflections since the flaps transition model is not available. The average pitch rate is computed by
the difference in θ divided by the approximated time to perform the maneuver specified in Table 5.
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Table 5 25.145 Longitudinal Control Certification Check Result
Configuration α γ θ δe
Flaps Retracted with Power Off 3.88◦ -2.07◦ 1.80◦ -3.76◦
Flaps Extended with Power Off 9.55◦ -7.16◦ 2.39◦ -7.61◦
Flaps Retracted with Maximum Power 3.76◦ 8.18◦ 11.94◦ -1.14◦
Flaps Extended with Maximum Power 8.98◦ 5.59◦ 14.57◦ 2.00◦
Maneuver Average Pitch Rate Difference in δe
Extend Flaps (Power Off) 0.03 -3.85◦
Retract Flaps (Power Off) -0.03 3.85◦
Retract Flaps (Go-around Power) 0.51 -3.15◦
Idle to Maximum Thrust (Flaps Retracted) 2.03 2.62◦
Idle to Maximum Thrust (Flaps Extended) 2.44 9.62◦
The lateral & directional controllability certification analysis results are shown in Figure 14, Figure 15, and Table 6.
Figure 14 shows the dynamic simulation of yawing into the inoperative engine from trimmed condition as specified in
25.147(a) [20]. Maximum rudder control is applied to yaw the aircraft until heading change up to 15◦, and the aileron
control is used to minimize the bank deviation. The directional controllability is measured by the time to perform
the maneuver. Table 6 indicates the aircraft attitudes and control surface deflections required to perform 20◦ banked
turn at 1.3VSR and MTOW with critical engine inoperative. Figure 15 shows the dynamic simulation of rolling to 30◦
bank angle in the opposite direction from 30◦ banked steady turn as specified in the Advisory Circular [21], where
maximum aileron control is applied to roll the aircraft from −30◦ to 30◦ bank, and the rudder and elevator controls are
used to minimize the sideslip and maintain pitch attitude. In Figure 15, the control surface deflections are assumed
changing instantaneously from steady turn trimmed condition to roll maneuver condition at the starting point. The time
to perform the maneuver is less than 4 seconds, which satisfy the constraint of less than 11 seconds [21].
Table 6 25.147(c) Lateral Control: 20◦ Banked Coordinated Turn
Configuration Velocity φ α β δe δr δa
Takeoff (Asymmetric Thrust) 1.3VSR 20◦ 11.59◦ -4.98◦ -4.49◦ -13.58◦ -7.38◦
The minimum control speed certification analysis results are shown in Table 7 and Figure 16. Table 7 indicates
the values of minimum control speeds computed from the certification module. Vmc is checked against the reference
stall speed as specified in 25.149(c) [20]. Figure 16 shows the dynamic simulation of maneuverability constraint check
at minimum control speeds. The left plot shows the recovery process from critical engine failure at Vmc , in which
the maximum handing change cannot be larger than 20◦. The right plot shows maneuver simulation following the
procedure described in 25.149(h) [20], in which the aircraft must roll to 20◦ in the direction to initiate a turn away from
the inoperative engine within five seconds.
Table 7 25.149 Minimum Control Speeds
Metric Value (knot) Constraint Pass Related Regulations Metric Value (knot)
Vmc 108.13 Vmc < 1.13VSR Yes 25.103 VSR 112.08
∆ψ < 20◦ Yes
VmcG 91.72 Path deviation NA
VmcL 103.35 Roll capability Yes
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(a) Attitudes (b) Control Surfaces
Fig. 14 25.147(a) Directional Control: Sudden Change in Heading Angle
(a) Attitudes (b) Control Surfaces
Fig. 15 25.147(d) Lateral Control: Roll Capability
(a) 25.149(d) Heading Angle Deviation (b) 25.149(h) Roll Capability
Fig. 16 25.149 Minimum Control Speeds Certification Constraint Check
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5. Stability and Trim
The trim certification analysis results are shown in Table 8 to 10. Three cases are considered according to 25.161 [20]:
1. The lateral and directional trim at the most adverse CG lateral displacement with critical engine inoperative; 2.
The longitudinal trim at maximum-power climb and power-off glide with different flap settings; 3. The longitudinal,
lateral and directional trim at maximum-power climb with critical engine inoperative. The first and second cases are
included in Table 8 and Table 9. These two cases are performed at the 1.3 times reference stall speed VSR and maximum
operational speed VMO, which are the minimum and maximum speeds specified in 25.161(b)(c) [20] (note that each flap
setting has its own VSR and VMO). The third case is included in Table 10.
Table 8 25.161(b)(c) Trim Certification Constraint Check at 1.3VSR
Trim Condition Flap Setting γ α β δe δr δa
Adverse Lateral Condition Takeoff 0◦ 9.46◦ -3.42◦ -5.56◦ -9.77◦ 16.71◦
Adverse Lateral Condition Cruise 0◦ 4.98◦ -1.19◦ -4.43◦ -3.50◦ 8.32◦
Adverse Lateral Condition Landing 0◦ 9.35◦ -5.69◦ -3.45◦ -15.91◦ 12.99◦
Maximum-Thrust Climb Takeoff 5.74◦ 9.15◦ 0◦ -3.86◦ 0◦ 0◦
Maximum-Thrust Climb Cruise 7.37◦ 4.84◦ 0◦ -3.50◦ 0◦ 0◦
Idle-Thrust Glide Cruise -3◦ 5.08◦ 0◦ -4.76◦ 0◦ 0◦
Idle-Thrust Glide Landing -3◦ 9.45◦ 0◦ -4.22◦ 0◦ 0◦
Table 9 25.161(b)(c) Trim Certification Constraint Check at VMO
Trim Condition Flap Setting γ α β δe δr δa
Adverse Lateral Condition Takeoff 0◦ 4.03◦ -1.85◦ -0.79◦ -5.35◦ 11.15◦
Adverse Lateral Condition Cruise 0◦ 0.91◦ -0.54◦ -0.40◦ -1.59◦ 3.52◦
Adverse Lateral Condition Landing 0◦ 3.25◦ -3.89◦ 1.98◦ -10.89◦ 8.44◦
Maximum-Thrust Climb Takeoff 10.60◦ 3.74◦ 0◦ 1.15◦ 0◦ 0◦
Maximum-Thrust Climb Cruise 0.17◦ 0.32◦ 0◦ 0.18◦ 0◦ 0◦
Idle-Thrust Glide Cruise -3◦ 0.43◦ 0◦ 0.02◦ 0◦ 0◦
Idle-Thrust Glide Landing -3◦ 3.26◦ 0◦ 1.56◦ 0◦ 0◦
Table 10 25.161(d) Trim Certification Constraint Check
Trim Condition Flap Setting γ α β δe δr δa
Critical-Engine-Inoperative Climb Cruise 3.25◦ 3.85◦ -1.14◦ -3.74◦ -4.09◦ -1.26◦
The stability certification analysis results are shown in Figure 17 to 19. The analysis is performed at the corner
points on the CG envelope shown in Figure 5. Different colors in each plot represent different combinations of weight
and CG. Both longitudinal and lateral eigen-mode analyses are performed at cruise, takeoff, and landing conditions as
shown in Figure 17, Figure 18, and Figure 19 respectfully. From these three figures, it can be found that all the dynamic
modes are stable since all the eigenvalues are located at the left-half plane of real axis. However, the stability margins of
phugoid mode and spiral mode are limited since their roots are close to the real axis. Comparing between configurations,
the short-period mode and spiral mode of cruise configuration is more damped than takeoff and landing configurations,
and the dutch-roll mode natural frequency of cruise configuration is higher than takeoff and landing configurations.
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(a) Longitudinal (b) Lateral & Directional
Fig. 17 Cruise Configuration Stability
(a) Longitudinal (b) Lateral & Directional
Fig. 18 Takeoff Configuration Stability
(a) Longitudinal (b) Lateral & Directional
Fig. 19 Landing Configuration Stability
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B. Benchmark
The takeoff and landing performance data computed by the certification module are benchmarked against the
published data documented in the airport planning [30] and operation manual [31] of Boeing 737-800. The simulation
cases for benchmark are conducted at sea-level runway and MTOW/MDLW. The comparison result is shown in Table 11.
Because the data of stability and maneuverability of Boeing 737 is not available in public domain, the associated
certification analysis cannot be benchmarked.
Table 11 Benchmark Result
Metric B737-800 Data [30] Certification Module Error FLOPS [22] Error
Takeoff Field Length (ft) 7780.3 7546.2 -3.01% 10421.6 33.95%
Landing Field Length (ft) 5815.8 5405.5 -7.05% 6550.0 12.62%
According to Table 11, the certification module underestimates the takeoff distance by 3.01% and landing distance
by 7.01%. Such error is acceptable in early design stage, especially compared with the analysis result from FLOPS [22]
using same input aircraft model. The errors might be caused by the approximation of aerodynamic data, stability &
control derivatives, etc. However, if the simulation is performed at higher runway altitudes, comparing Figure 8 and
Figure 12 with the aircraft flight manual [30, 31], the error in takeoff and landing field length predictions may become
larger. Such difference might be caused by the modeling error in engine deck. In future work, further research effort
will be conducted to improve the accuracy of certification module in takeoff and landing simulation at high altitudes.
VIII. Conclusion
This paper presents a method to incorporate certification constraints into aircraft early design stage by developing a
certification analysis module. The certification module successfully transforms the flight performance certification
regulations from textual documents to quantitative constraint functions, and enables the design scheme to be virtually
certified in the early design stage. The development process identified the minimum design knowledge needed to
perform the certification check, which also provides guidance to the development of conceptual design analysis tools.
With additional sizing and analysis tools being developed and linked to the certification module, it is expected that a
new MDAO environment will be formulated and shift forward the design space exploration compared with the tradition
design process. The introduction of certification information in early design stage promotes the viability of the design
and potentially reduces the cost and time associated with certification process.
The avenues for future work include: 1. Integrate the certification module with disciplinary analyses to formulate
a MDAO environment for aircraft design and optimization; 2. Incorporate high-fidelity analysis and uncertainty
quantification method with the certification module to establish a certification by analysis environment; 3. Apply the
development methodology to other subparts of the FAR-25 to create the certification analysis module for subsystem or
component levels constraint check.
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Appendix
Table 12 Specifications of Testing Model
Parameter Value Unit
Passenger capacity 160 -
Maximum ramp weight 174 870 lb
Design range 3140 nmi
Cruise Mach number 0.85 -
Maximum landing weight 146 300 lb
Sea-level static thrust 2 × 27 297 lb
Wing planform area 1408.5 ft2
Wingspan 113.15 ft
Mean aerodynamic chord 11.85 ft
Wing aspect ratio 9.74 -
Wing taper ratio 0.28 -
Wing 1/4-chord sweep 25.72 deg
Wing dihedral 5.69 deg
Aileron chord ratio 0.15 -
Aileron locations (fraction of semi-span) 0.62; 0.83 -
Fuselage total length 124.75 ft
Maximum fuselage width 12.33 ft
Maximum fuselage height 13.17 ft
Horizontal tail planform area 359.22 ft2
Horizontal tail aspect ratio 6.27 -
Horizontal tail taper ratio 0.20 -
Horizontal tail 1/4-chord sweep 29.91 deg
Elevator chord ratio 0.25 -
Elevator locations (fraction of semi-span) 0.06; 1.00 -
Vertical tail planform area 277.76 ft2
Vertical tail aspect ratio 1.92 -
Vertical tail taper ratio 0.28 -
Vertical tail 1/4-chord sweep 35.00 deg
Rudder chord ratio 0.25 -
Rudder locations (fraction of semi-span) 0.05; 0.98 -
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